Selectors were asked to think about titles that are desired for purchase with end of year 1x funds. A total amount available is not yet known. Some had suggestions at the meeting. Jones pointed out that we do not have JSTOR 9, 10, 12 or 14. JSTOR has consistently been well used. The group looked at the composition of those packages and the pricing. Some felt it would be best to look at the overlap in access of what is available in the JSTOR packages compared to access we may have in other ways. Fritz reported that the chair of the African American studies program called and is very interested in the Readex African American Newspaper trial that has been in place for about 2 months. She will speak to Judy Ganson about this since the initial price is expensive. McKee had questions about Alexander Street Video, in particular, Sports Medicine and Exercise Science in Video.

The current Science Direct agreement will end in December. Tess provided the statistics on the transaction account prior to the meeting (please ignore the column labeled Price Category, the column labeled amount is the fee was paid). Selectors should review titles in their subject areas if they have not already to see if there is a title on that list which we should add. Judy Casada provided the latest invoice in order to offer a list of titles. I have placed that in the selectors folder on Alexandria \Alexandria\library\Selectors\Science Direct 2016 See Beth if you can’t find use statistics at: https://sphinx.uark.edu/statistics/. The desirables list is another resource that selectors may want to review for possible titles to add. Statistics should also be reviewed with cancellations in mind.

Lehman reported via email that she was ok with keeping Planetary and Space Science on demand since the price is nearly $5000. The Journal of Affective Disorders should be kept on demand since the price is $4000. We already own Journal of Membrane Science. Food Control may be title we wish to keep in mind to add, the price is $2,100 according to Parker-Gibson (Stankus agrees post meeting that this title is valuable).

Jones inquired if the Humanities Group would like to request a Florentine Codex, 13 volume set, for $450 from Douglas funds. The group agreed, therefore he will send the proposal to Ganson.

Respectfully: mag